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Gina Cambone (the “Appellant”), has appealed to the Board under subsection 
42(6) of the Ontario Heritage Act (the “Act”) from the refusal of Council of the Town of 
Oakville (the “Town”), to grant a Heritage Permit for a front property line masonry wall 
that has been built at 281 Trafalgar Road. 

The subject property is located in the Trafalgar Road Heritage Conservation 
District (the “Heritage District”) and is therefore subject to the Trafalgar Road Heritage 
Conservation District Plan (the “District Plan”).  Part V of the Act deals with Heritage 
Conservation Districts and provides in section 42 that no owner of property situated in a 
heritage district, which has been designated by a municipality under the Act, may alter 
any part of the property, other than an interior, without a permit from the municipality.  If 
Council refuses to grant such a permit the property owner may make an appeal of that 
decision to the Board. 

David Mannell, one of the owners of the property, testified that he had applied for 
and received a heritage permit to construct a house on the subject property.  It was his 
understanding, which he now acknowledges was mistaken, that when he received that 
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permit and a building permit for the house, he was also permitted to build the “fence” or 
“wall” which is the subject of this hearing.  It was apparently only when he and his wife 
were charged by the Town with a failure to obtain the permit, that he realized that it was 
required. 

The wall, as currently constructed, is depicted in a number of photographs 
introduced by both parties.  With piers, it currently stands 59” tall.  The proposal now 
before the Board is for a brick wall of 39” with decorative limestone caps on the piers at 
45”.  The revised dimensions of the wall are set out at Exhibit #1, TAB 16.  The revised 
location of one of the piers and the revised location of the driveway are set out at Exhibit 
#1, TAB 7. 

Michael McClelland was qualified by the Board to provide expert opinion 
evidence on heritage matters and heritage architecture and planning on behalf of the 
Appellant.  He is a registered architect specializing in heritage architectural 
conservation.  It is apparent from his curriculum vitae that he has considerable 
experience with heritage architecture and, more specifically, with designated heritage 
districts. 

Mr. McClelland testified that he was retained by the Appellant to complete a 
heritage impact analysis in respect of the brick wall and a severance, which is not 
before the Board.  In completing this analysis he had regard to the new house, which 
had been built on the property, the brick wall as constructed, the relevant provisions of 
the Town’s Official Plan (the “OP”) and the District Plan.  He took the Board to Part 8 of 
the OP, Heritage Resource Conservation.  Part 8.2(a) provides for the designation 
under the Act of areas which exhibit or contain groupings of buildings that are 
“architecturally significant due to workmanship, age, beauty or uniqueness”, or which 
are of “historical significance” or which “offer a definite sense of place and time through 
a series of common building elements, focal buildings and landscape features”. Part 
8.2(d) provides: 

 The character of designated Heritage Conservation Districts shall be 
maintained and enhanced through the careful consideration of plans for 
change within the District.  In reviewing proposals for the construction, 
demolition, relocation or removal of buildings and structures, or for 
alterations, additions, renovation or restoration of existing buildings or 
structures within a designated Heritage Conservation District, the Town will 
be guided by the applicable Heritage Conservation District Plan. 
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Mr. McClelland reviewed the District Plan in detail, highlighting the portions, 
which he believes are relevant to this appeal.  The District Plan is found in Exhibit #1, 
TAB 1.  The purpose of the District Plan is set out in part 1.1 and Mr. McClelland 
particularly noted that this section speaks to a “considerable range and diversity in its 
architectural heritage of frame and brick residential development…” The area is 
described as having “a mature, and residential landscape comprising a diverse, well 
maintained, scenic setting of private front yards defined by hedges, low ornamental 
fences or planting beds…”  He noted the specific reference to fences and testified that 
there are hedges and wooden fences in the Heritage District which are higher than the 
brick wall, as built, and which are certainly higher than the proposed 39” wall.  He 
further pointed out that the wall is in front of a new house, not in front of the specifically 
designated house next door.  

Mr. McClelland took the Board through relevant portions of Part II of the District 
Plan, which sets out conservation, design and landscape guidelines.  He noted section 
2.1, which encourages changes to be undertaken in a manner such that if the alteration 
or addition were removed in the future, the integrity of the property would be 
maintained.  This speaks to the issue of “reversibility” and in his opinion the wall could 
be removed with no negative impact.   

Section 5 sets out landscape conservation guidelines:  

 The key landscape features are the street trees, the sidewalks and 
boulevards, and the horticultural diversity found in the private 
landscapes of the front yards.  A significant number of properties in 
the district have ornamental fencing, hedges or shrub borders lining 
their property lines. These landscape elements have a significant 
impact on the pedestrian environment of the district.  They contribute 
immeasurably to the intimate scale and visual interest of the 
streetscape. 

                 

The District Plan goes on to state that in the late nineteenth century, when many 
of the properties in the district were built there was an “accepted relationship of the 
private residence and the public street”.  Views from the public space were “generally 
screened or filtered by property line fences or hedges”.  The exception to this was the 
view to the front door, which was unobstructed to the sidewalk.  In Mr. McClelland’s 
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opinion the brick wall, as already construct, is exactly in keeping with this feature of the 
Heritage District.  The wall screens the private space from the public space, but the 
view to the front door of the new residence is maintained. 

The “prominence” of fencing is dealt with in section 5.4.5: “one of the most 
prominent landscape features of the District is the prominence of property line hedging 
and fences.  There are many types of low ornamental fences of painted wood or iron 
located along the front property line that contribute to the intimate scale of the 
pedestrian environment”.  Mr. McClelland reviewed with the Board photographs in 
Exhibit #1, TAB 14, which show a number of fences in the Heritage District and some 
brick and stone walls in other parts of the Town.  He particularly noted the fence at 337 
Trafalgar Road (MacLaclan College).  It is quite tall, solid and has stuccoed piers joining 
wood portions. 

 Mr. McClelland concluded in his heritage impact analysis that “the brick wall for 
281 Trafalgar Road does not affect heritage features on the property and is consistent 
with the district guidelines which recognize perimeter fencing and hedges as a 
significant landscape component of the district.  Bricks have been used to relate to the 
masonry of the newly constructed house on the property”.  This also summarizes the 
opinion that Mr. McClelland provided to the Board. 

Mr. Mannell testified about the history of the wall and his attempts to obtain the 
required heritage permit.  Upon being charged by the Town with building the wall 
without a permit he filed a Heritage Permit Application for the wall as built.  He retained 
Mr. McClelland to do the requisite heritage impact analysis.  A staff report on the 
application was subsequently prepared and is found in Exhibit #1, TAB 4.  Staff 
recommended approval of the wall, subject to compliance with the Fence By-law and 
subject to the owner of the property submitting a Heritage Permit Application in respect 
of a landscape plan for the property.  Heritage Oakville denied the application, as did 
Town Council.  Council referred the issue back to Heritage Oakville with a direction that 
the “applicant be requested to amend the original application to address safety issues 
associated with the proposed fence”.  The Board must note that neither staff nor Council 
identified any heritage issue with respect to the wall.  Their focus was the safety issue.   

Mr. Mannell testified that he then went back to work with staff and 
representatives of Heritage Oakville.  Concerns expressed were about the height of the 
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wall, the safety of the wall and the fact that the wall was not in compliance with the 
Fence By-law.  As a result of this consultation process, Mr. Mannell agreed to lower the 
wall to 39” and move one of the piers and the driveway to deal with the daylight 
triangle/safety issue.  Mr. Mannell revised his application and the staff report on this 
application is found in Exhibit #1, TAB 8.  Staff said “the reduced height of the wall is 
appropriate as it allows through views into properties along Trafalgar Road in keeping 
with the heritage character of the street and the District”.  Approval of the permit was 
recommended subject to the owner agreeing to submit a Heritage Permit application in 
respect of a full landscape plan, and in respect of any entrance gate.  Heritage Oakville 
recommended approval of the permit subject to the stated conditions.  Town Council 
rejected this recommendation, denied the permit and ordered that the wall be 
demolished. 

Zubeda Poonja, the Town’s heritage planner, appeared and testified under 
summons.  She was qualified by the Board to give expert opinion evidence on heritage 
planning.  During her testimony Ms Poonja said that the wall is “objectionable” and an 
“anomaly”, words she used in none of her staff reports.  She said that she would have 
preferred “something more transparent and ornamental”.  However, despite this 
testimony, she agreed that in her report found in Exhibit #1, TAB 8 she supported the 
approval of the permit for the wall, stating “the reduced height of the wall is appropriate 
as it allows through views into properties along Trafalgar Road in keeping with the 
heritage character of the street and the District” 

Wendy Shearer, a professional landscape architect was qualified by the Board to 
give opinion evidence on heritage landscape matters on behalf of the Town.  Ms 
Shearer has an impressive curriculum vitae setting out her extensive experience in the 
study and design of heritage projects.  Specifically, she was the landscape architect 
involved in the preparation of the Heritage Assessment Report in the subject Heritage 
District. 

Ms Shearer testified that for many heritage districts the designation is about the 
buildings found in the district.  However, for the subject Heritage District, the landscape 
is of particular significance. 

Ms Shearer reviewed with the Board Exhibit #5, the landscape Description and 
Analysis portion of the Heritage District Study.  Features like vegetation, density of tree 
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canopy, sidewalks, boulevards, open spaces, property line hedges and ornamental 
fences, views and overall composition of the streetscape were examined.  The unique 
character of the district was identified as being “green” with mature trees, a grass 
boulevard, and a variety of plant materials on the front property lines.  The diversity of 
front property line fences is restricted, in her opinion, to hedges, ornamental fences, 
wood fences and painted wood fences.  Exhibit #6 contains a number of photographs 
taken by Ms Shearer of the district. 

In her opinion, the intent of the District Plan is to encourage the maintenance of 
the character of the neighbourhood with enhancements.  The brick wall, in her opinion, 
is not in keeping with the character of the district.  There are no brick walls in the district 
and the wall does not maintain the “green” character of the street.  Hedges and wooden 
fences, in her view, allow for an openness of private spaces to the public realm.  They 
have a “transparency” not permitted by a brick wall and they accommodate seasonal 
changes, which a brick wall cannot. 

Ms Shearer reviewed the District Plan, pointing out the importance of the “green’ 
nature of the landscape, the interface between the private and public realms, and why, 
in her opinion, the brick wall does not fit.  Although she acknowledged that at 39” in 
height, the wall would no longer block the view of the private space, she remained 
critical of the fact that it comes so close to the sidewalk that no planting in front of it 
would be possible, and that it would still be highly visible. 

Board’s Findings 

The Act provides no guidance to the Board on what must be considered in 
disposing of an appeal under subsection 42(6).  The Board finds that in considering 
whether a heritage permit should be issued it must have regard to any relevant portions 
of the Town’s OP and to the District Plan.  The OP mandates the preservation, 
maintenance and enhancement of Heritage Districts and provides that in reviewing 
proposals for changes in a heritage district, the Town will be guided by the applicable 
Heritage Conservation District Plan.   The Board must be similarly guided. 

Having reviewed the District Plan and the evidence of the witnesses, the Board 
finds that the wall as revised in Exhibit #1, TAB's 7 and 16, is consistent with the District 
Plan and its guidelines and therefore with the OP.  An integral part of the character of 
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the Heritage District is the landscape, which includes ornamental fencing, hedges and 
shrub borders on the front property line.  The interplay of the private spaces of front 
yards and the public realm is recognized in the District Plan, specifically in the 
landscape conservation guidelines.  Both Mr. McClelland and Ms Poonja concluded that 
at 39” in height, the wall does not interfere with public views into the private space.  
Although Ms Poonja seemed to retreat from her previously expressed opinion in her 
testimony, the Board must have regard to what she said in her staff report of June 1, 
2005: the wall is appropriate as it allows through views, in keeping with the heritage 
character of the street and the District.  Mr. McClelland was of the same opinion after 
having reviewed the wall, the District and all relevant heritage documents. 

The Board also takes notice of the fact that Heritage Oakville, the body with the 
responsibility for considering Heritage Permit applications in detail, and with extensive 
heritage experience in the Town, recommended approval of the revised permit 
application.  No heritage concerns with respect to the revised application were identified 
by either the staff heritage planner or the advisory committee mandated to deal with 
heritage issues.  In this case the Board gives considerable weight to this evidence, in 
addition to the weight given to the opinion evidence of the experts. 

While the Board understands that Ms Shearer strongly objects to the wall and is 
of the opinion that it is out of keeping with the Heritage District and contravenes the 
landscape design guidelines, it cannot accept her opinion.  Both the District Plan and 
the photographs introduced by both parties, of properties on Trafalgar Road, 
demonstrate that hedges, ornamental fences and shrubs on the front property line are 
characteristic of the District.  While red brick is not transparent, a 39” wall fully allows 
views into the private space from the public realm.  The Board accepts the evidence of 
both Mr. McClelland and Mr. Mannell that the brick used to construct the wall matches 
the brick used to construct the house and that it is a superior material, which was 
required for the house by the heritage permit application process. 

The Board allows the appeal and directs that the heritage permit be issued by the 
Town subject to the following conditions: 

1. The wall is to be constructed substantially in accordance with the 
drawings found in Exhibit #1, TAB’s 7 and 16; 
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2. The Appellant shall provide a written undertaking to the Town 

that no entrance gate will be installed without a Heritage Permit 
and appropriate review by Traffic Engineering staff to ensure 
safe operation of the gate for pedestrians and traffic; and  
 

 
3. The Appellant shall submit a Heritage Permit Application, at the 

appropriate time, to seek approval of a full landscape plan for the 
property, including any lighting associated with the front wall. 

 
This is the Order of the Board. 

 

 

        “Susan B. Campbell” 

 
SUSAN B. CAMPBELL 
VICE-CHAIR 


